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Abstract: The plasma membrane organization of live cells defines a plethora of cellular processes important
for cell functionality. Many membrane structures that define this organization exist at a spatial resolution below
the optical diffraction limit and are highly dynamic. Therefore, a method with millisecond time resolution and
nanometer spatial resolution is required for the investigation of plasma membrane organization. However, spatial
and temporal resolutions of the currently available biophysical techniques are often mutually exclusive. In a novel
realization, Lenne and coworkers developed a spot-variation modality of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS), also known as FCS diffusion law, to harvest nanoscopic information frommicroscopic measurements. The
FCS diffusion law, so far, has been instrumental to decode the physico-chemical origin of membrane organization
and its relationship with biological processes. Overall, the structural information of plasma membrane obtained
by FCS diffusion law provides a better understanding of its coupling to the underlying cellular processes.
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1. Introduction

The cellular plasma membrane is a
highly complex fluid structure with mul-
tiple levels of organization at different
spatiotemporal scales. It consists of a lipid
bilayer with proteins either adherent to the
bilayer surface or spanning the membrane
and which is coupled over some of these
proteins to the cytoskeleton.Artificial lipid
bilayers were demonstrated to have lateral
fluidity by experiments in the 1960s.[1]
The same lateral fluidity was then shown
experimentally by Frye and Edidin (1970)
for cell membranes. They virus-fused hu-
man and mouse cells, which were fluores-
cently labeled with different fluorophores,
and observed the intermixing of mem-
brane components between both cells as
a result of diffusion of these membrane

components imparted by lateral fluidity
of the membrane.[2] The fluidity of the
lipid matrix is influenced by lipid–lipid,
lipid–protein and protein–protein interac-
tions as well as cytoskeleton confinement.
The first widely accepted model, the so-
called ‘fluid mosaic model’, to describe
plasma membrane organization was pro-
posed by Singer and Nicolson in 1972.[3]
It describes the plasma membrane as a
two-dimensional homogeneous dynamic
fluid mosaic structure with globular inte-
gral proteins randomly distributed at long
range throughout a lipid bilayer (Fig. 1a).
These integral proteins and lipids undergo
lateral diffusion due to the fluidity of the
plasma membrane. The rate of transla-
tional diffusion of integral proteins in the
membrane depends mainly on the effective
viscosity sensed by the proteins as a result
of the arrangement of surrounding lipids
to form the bilayer matrix. This means that
long-range ordering of lipids and proteins
does not exist in the plasma membrane and
suggests that all membrane molecules are
homogeneously distributed in the plasma
membrane and undergo simple Brownian
lateral diffusion.

However, further studies put the con-
cept of a homogeneous plasma membrane
into question. In 1982, Karnovsky et al.
first described the presence of lipid do-
mains in membranes where lipids undergo
non-Brownian diffusion and are transiently
confined in the domains.[4]They performed

a series of experiments which included flu-
orescence lifetime decay studies on a lipo-
philic probe, 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatri-
ene (DPH), preferential phase-partitioning
studies of two groups of free fatty acids and
membrane structure perturbation studies
via fluorescence polarization of DPH with
both groups of free fatty acids to probe the
heterogeneity of both model and plasma
membranes. In the fluorescence lifetime
study of single phase dipalmityl lecithin
(DPL) and dilauroyl lecithin (DLL) lipid
vesicles, two decay components were de-
tected, each corresponding to their respec-
tive single-phase decay components. On
the other hand, a DPL andDLLmixed lipid
phase resulted in a third decay component
attributed to possible quenching of DPH
at the boundary between domains due to
binding of DPH with water molecules in
the membrane. Multiple decay compo-
nents were also found in plasma mem-
branes of different cell lines, which sup-
ported the existence of site heterogeneity
and therefore lipid domains in the plasma
membrane. They also traced the direction
of change in the melting temperatures of
fluid and gel lipid phases caused by pref-
erential phase-partitioning of two groups
of fatty acids: cis-unsaturated (fluid-phase
preference) and trans-unsaturated or satu-
rated (gel-phase preference) fatty acids,
and monitored the effects of both groups
of fatty acids on perturbing the structures
of model and plasma membranes by fluo-
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than that in model membranes that could
not be explained simply by protein crowd-
ing effect.[15–17] Upon better understanding
of the plasmamembrane organization from
single particle tracking (SPT) and single
fluorophore video imaging experiments
conducted at high time resolution, Fujiwara
et al. addressed the above-mentioned issue
in 2002 by establishing the ‘picket-fence
model’.[18] The picket-fence model regards
transmembrane proteins which are an-
chored and aligned along the membrane
cytoskeleton as rows of obstacles (pick-
ets) that sterically hinder the free diffusion
of membrane components. The anchored
transmembrane proteins are immobilized
by the membrane cytoskeleton, which in-
creases the local membrane viscosity due
to hydrodynamic friction effects. The hy-
drodynamic friction slows down the dif-
fusion of membrane components around
the immobilized transmembrane proteins.
On the other hand, the cytoplasmic surface
of the plasma membrane is spatially seg-
mented into cholesterol-independent com-
partments created by its interaction with
actin cytoskeleton fences (Fig. 1c). Partial
actin depolymerization was conducted by
latrunculin-A treatment in which the com-
partment area was observed to increase
by a factor of ~2, thereby confirming the
significant role played by the actin cyto-
skeleton in the formation of fences. In the
picket-fence model, the plasma membrane
molecules undergo short-range free diffu-
sion within a fence similar to free diffusion
in model membranes. They also undergo
long-range hop diffusion across multiple
fences which is much slower due to the
separation of fences by physical barriers
as well as the presence of diffusion bar-
riers provided by the cytoskeleton-bound
transmembrane proteins. These factors ex-
plain the retardation of diffusion of plasma
membrane lipids by a factor of 5–100 com-
pared with model membranes.

Both models stated above hypoth-
esize that membrane components exhibit
non-Brownian diffusion behavior either
by transient confinement into membrane
rafts or by compartmentalization inside
the cytoskeleton meshwork. To investigate
the relevant spatial and temporal scales, a
method with millisecond time resolution
and nanometer spatial resolution is re-
quired. Unfortunately, most of the existing
techniques can achieve either good spatial
or good time resolution but not both simul-
taneously. In this context, the FCS diffu-
sion law is a welcome entry in the arena of
fluorescence-basedmethods. In the current
review, we first provide a brief overview on
the currently available fluorescence-based
methods used to study membrane organi-
zation. Subsequently, we describe the de-
tailed theory of the FCS diffusion law and
its different technical variations. Finally,

rescence polarization of DPH which also
provided indirect evidence of a heteroge-
neous lateral distribution of lipids in the
form of lipid domains in model and plasma
membranes.

In parallel to the foregoing biophysi-
cal methods, early biochemical studies
also revealed the presence of membrane
domains consisting of nonionic detergent
(Triton-X-100) resistantmembrane (DRM)
constituents enriched in cholesterol and
sphingolipids.[5–8] This motivated the con-
cept of ‘rafts’ in cellmembraneswhichwas
eventually proposed by Simons and Ikonen
in 1997.[9] The lipid raft model describes
the plasma membrane as a highly dynamic
and heterogeneous fluid bilayer. This fluid
bilayer is laterally organized with small
domains called ‘lipid rafts’ that are en-
riched in sphingolipid and cholesterol and
are phase-separated from the surrounding
fluid lipid matrix occupied mainly by un-
saturated phosphatidylcholine molecules
as shown in Fig. 1b. The presence of such

lipid rafts led to the non-Brownian diffu-
sion behavior of membrane components
including lipids and proteins in the plasma
membrane. Throughout the years, many
studies suggested functions of lipid rafts in
cellular processes ranging from membrane
trafficking, endocytosis, signal transduc-
tion to host–pathogen interactions.[10–13]
However, the definition and functions of
lipid rafts remain controversial to date.
A general consensus was proposed in the
‘Keystone Symposium on Lipid Rafts and
Cell Function, 2006’ where the term ‘lipid
raft’ was recoined as ‘membrane raft’ and
defined as “Membrane rafts are small 10–
200 nm, heterogeneous, highly dynamic,
sterol- and sphingolipid-enriched domains
that compartmentalize cellular processes.
Small rafts can sometimes be stabilized to
form larger platforms through protein–pro-
tein and protein–lipid interactions”.[14]

At the same time, it was not understood
why lipids in the plasma membrane pos-
sess a diffusion rate of 5–100 times smaller

Fig. 1. Schematics of membrane organization models. (a) Fluid mosaic model with globular inte-
gral proteins (yellow and purple) distributed randomly throughout the lipid bilayer (light blue). (b)
Lipid raft model where the lipid bilayer is laterally organized with sphingolipid (dark blue) and cho-
lesterol (red) enriched small domains, called ‘lipid rafts’, phase-separated from the surrounding
phospholipid matrix (light blue). (c) Picket-fence model with transmembrane proteins (purple and
yellow) anchored and aligned respectively along the actin cytoskeleton (black meshwork) as rows
of obstacles called ‘pickets’ while the actin cytoskeleton acts as ‘fences’.
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with the actin cytoskeleton.[36] Recently,
Bosch et al. implemented Bayesian infer-
ence on SPT data to distinguish different
diffusion states.[37] SPT is particularly use-
ful in detecting membrane compartment
sizes as shown by Murase et al. in multiple
cell lines ranging from 30–230 nm via hop
diffusion of colloidal-gold probed DOPE
on the cell membranes of each cell line.[38]
Membrane domain sizes of 0.7 ± 0.02 µm
could also be measured in the human
coronary artery smooth muscle (HASM)
cell membrane by SPT.[39] However, fast
temporal resolution (~25 µs) is required to
capture hop diffusion trajectories, which
necessitates the use of colloidal gold la-
bels to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise ra-
tio during SPT. Large gold colloidal labels
(40 nm) however can exhibit crosslinking
effects on target molecules which could
drastically affect particle movement of
the probe and mask the underlying dy-
namics.[40–42] Gold probes could also have
interactions with the extracellular matrix,
extracellular parts of some membrane pro-
teins and lipid molecules in the outer leaf-
let of the plasma membrane, resulting in
an inaccurate determination of membrane
dynamics and organization.[15,42,43]

These limitations are partially solved
by performing fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS) measurements at mul-
tiple spatial scales to investigate submicron
plasma membrane organization utilizing
common fluorescent probes much smaller
in size than gold probes.[44] This method is
known as the FCS diffusion law analysis.

3. Theory of Fluorescence
Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS)
Diffusion Law

FCS is a single molecule sensitive
technique that statistically analyzes tem-
poral fluctuations of fluorescence sig-
nals recorded within a small observation
volume.[45–47] An autocorrelation function
(ACF) of the fluorescence fluctuations is
then calculated, which contains informa-
tion of the molecular processes such as dif-
fusion of particles through the observation
volume, chemical reactions, photophysical
processes, or any process altering the fluo-
rescence of the molecules involved. Upon
fitting the experimentalACF curve with an
appropriate theoretical model which takes
account of the underlying processes, its
dynamics can be quantified. FCS is widely
used to determine molecular dynamics
in the life sciences and in particular on
membrane dynamics and was recently
reviewed.[48–50] However, FCS also suf-
fers from a range of disadvantages. Model
selection in general requires some prior
knowledge about the processes involved,
which can lead to ambiguities, if several

we discuss a broad spectrum of applica-
tions of the FCS diffusion law in model
and live cell membranes.

2. Fluorescence Detection Methods
to Probe Membrane Organization

Although a range of non-optical tech-
niques have been used to characterize
membrane organization such as electron
spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy,[19–21]
electron microscopy (EM),[22,23] nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR)[24–27] and oth-
ers,[28] we will focus on optical fluores-
cence fluctuation techniques here, which
have been at the forefront recently in the
elucidation of membrane structure and dy-
namics.

Due to the caveats associated with non-
optical techniques such as poor temporal
resolution, invasive sample preparation
and measurement steps which introduce
artifacts and stringent requirements in sam-
ple preparation, less invasive optical tech-
niques were explored instead. In particular,
optical techniques utilizing fluorescence
as their mode of detection have emerged as
promising avenues to study membrane or-
ganization due to the numerous advantages
they possess.[29] Fluorescence techniques
are highly sensitive and selective owing to
the possibility of labeling specific intracel-
lular sites of interest with labels such as
genetically engineered fluorescent pro-
teins and fluorescent antibody-conjugated
probes which target precise locations of
biological samples. Furthermore, fluores-
cence techniques have a wide selection of
well-established extrinsic (organic dyes
and quantum dots) and intrinsic (fluores-
cent proteins) fluorescent labels which are
easily applied to model and live biological
samples.[30] This provides a sound alterna-
tive to non-optical techniques for the study
of membrane organization in model and
cell membranes.

However, conventional fluorescence
microscopy is diffraction-limited (~200
nm spatial resolution) with limited time
resolution, which neither allows direct vi-
sualization of cell membrane domains and
compartments nor the observation of their
dynamics. But several fluorescence spec-
troscopy techniques have very high tem-
poral resolution, which provides at least
indirect access to the organizational fea-
tures of the membrane via their dynamics.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing (FRAP) is one such fluorescence
spectroscopy technique that has potentials
showing the presence of micrometer-scale
domains in model[31] and live cell[32,33]
membranes. FRAP takes advantage of
photobleaching to monitor the dynam-
ics of fluorescently labeled molecules by
tracking the fluorescence recovery of a

photobleached region of interest in time
and plotting a recovery curve.[34] By fit-
ting the recovery curves with appropriate
models, dynamical information in terms
of diffusion and interactions as well as the
fraction of mobile and immobile fractions
can be determined. FRAP measurements
were done at varying spot sizes by chang-
ing the illumination beam radius and based
on the dependence of the mobile fraction
and apparent diffusion coefficient of the
diffusing species on the spot size, the pres-
ence of membrane domains and their av-
erage size could be predicted. However,
the predicted domain radii of human skin
fibroblast cell membrane (0.74 ± 0.20 µm
for lipids and 0.25 ± 0.10 µm for proteins)
and mouse hepatoma cell membrane (0.41
± 0.20 µm for lipids and 0.25 ± 0.10 µm for
proteins) were well above the diffraction-
limit which poses the question as to why
direct fluorescence imaging did not show
any domains in live cell membranes. This
could possibly be due to the highly dynam-
ic and transient formation of themembrane
domains which did not allow them to be
imaged directly. Nevertheless, FRAP suf-
fers from several limitations such as the
usage of high laser power for the photo-
bleaching process which inevitably leads
to photodamage of the biological sample
and the prerequisite of a high amount of
fluorophore which may not reflect physi-
ological concentrations of biomolecules in
the sample.[35]

The introduction of super-resolution
microscopy extended the available spatial
resolution down to ~20–40 nm. In spite of
the improved spatial resolution of super-
resolution microscopy, there is unfortu-
nately no report of any direct visualization
of such membrane domains and compart-
ments. Therefore, advanced optical spec-
troscopy techniques, which measure with
low illumination laser powers at or close to
physiological conditions, are still the best
available tools to investigate the presence
of membrane domains and compartments
in the plasma membrane.

Single particle tracking (SPT) is an
optical spectroscopy technique with suffi-
cient temporal and spatial resolution which
successfully measured membrane organi-
zation in the form of membrane domains
and compartmentalization by the cytoskel-
eton. SPT analysis plots the time-averaged
mean squared displacements (MSD) of
several trajectories of a given probe against
time and fits the plot with different diffu-
sion models including free diffusion, con-
fined diffusion and compartmentalized
diffusion. The fitted plots were then clas-
sified into their respective diffusion states
and characterized in terms of confinement
area for confined diffusion in membrane
domains and compartment size for com-
partmentalized diffusion due to interaction
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competing models provide similar fits. For
example, it was shown that residuals ob-
tained from the fitting of green fluorescent
protein-linked glycosylphosphatidylino-
sitol (GPI)-anchored protein (GFP-GPI)
and fluorescently conjugated lipid probe
BODIPY-C

12
-sphingomyelin (BODIPY-

C
12
-SM) diffusion on plasma membranes

with a two-component free diffusion mod-
el or a one-component anomalous diffu-
sion model do not give a clear distinction
between the models.[51] The introduction
of Bayes model selection to FCS facili-
tated model selection rendering it more ro-
bust and less subjective.[52–54] In addition,
conventional FCS is limited by the optical
diffraction limit and thus could not provide
information on spatial scales below about
200 nm. However, as initially discussed,
membrane domains are supposed to exist
in size ranges well below that size.

This motivated Wawrezinieck et al. to
propose an extension of FCS, called the
FCS diffusion law, by conducting FCS
measurements at variable spatial scales,[44]
an approach that had been utilized earlier
in FRAP measurements for detecting the
presence of micrometer-scale domains in
membranes.[32,33] The FCS diffusion law
leverages on the spatial dependence of the
diffusion coefficient of membrane probes
due to membrane structural features. In a
freely diffusive system, the diffusion coef-
ficient is independent of the spatial scale
over which it is measured. In other words,
the time molecules need to diffuse through
an observation area is directly proportional
to that area. However, in a heterogeneous
system where diffusion is hindered by
trapping of molecules or diffusive barri-
ers, this relation does not hold anymore.
Although the diffusion time is still linearly
dependent on the observation area for large
areas, it does not pass through the origin
anymore (see Fig. 2). From the sign and the
magnitude of the y-intercept, one can then
deduce the nature of the diffusive process.

The FCS diffusion law was first dem-
onstrated by simulations and proof-of-
principle experiments which closely match
with the current concept of plasma mem-
brane organization (see Introduction sec-
tion). FCS diffusion law analysis plots the
apparent diffusion time (𝜏𝜏 ) of a probe
obtained from the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the ACFs obtained from
FCS measurements against the illumina-
tion spot size (ω2). 𝜏𝜏 of a probe on a
heterogeneous membrane consists of the
convolution of all diffusion modes on the
membrane such as hop diffusion, confined
and free diffusion. The plot of 𝜏𝜏 versus
ω2 of the simulations clearly defined three
main scenarios of membrane dynamics
dictated by existing membrane organiza-
tion (Fig. 2).

i) For free diffusion: 𝜏𝜏 scales lin-

early withω2 and passes through the origin
(Fig. 2, black dotted line).

ii) For hindered diffusion with micro-
domain confinement: Assuming a circu-
lar domain size of a2, at ω2 ≤ 0.1a2, 𝜏𝜏
scales linearly with ω2 and intersects the
origin, indicating free diffusion. At ω2 ≈
a2, a transition region is observed where𝜏𝜏 shows a non-linear relationship with
ω2 due to complex diffusion processes as
a result of barrier effects. Lastly at ω2 ≥
10a2, 𝜏𝜏 scales linearly withω2 again but
with a higher slope and a strictly positive
intercept. All these regimes are depicted
in Fig. 2 as a red solid line. The values
of the slope and intercept are influenced
by several factors. One such factor is the
confinement strength of the domain de-
fined as 𝜏𝜏 /𝜏𝜏 where τ

conf
is the

average time needed for a probe placed in
the middle of the domain to escape from it
and 𝜏𝜏 is the free diffusion time in a
single domain. The confinement strength
indicates the height of the energy barrier
of a domain as a function of the probabil-
ity of crossing the barrier and the size of
the domain. Another factor affecting the
slope and intercept is the density of micro-
domains (total area occupied by domains/
measurement area). The values of the slope

and intercept are increasing functions of
the density of microdomains, probability
of the probe exiting the domains and the
confinement strength while decreasing
functions of the probability of the probe
entering the domains.

iii) For hop diffusion due to meshwork
compartmentalization: Assuming square
meshes of length 2b, at ω2 < 2.5b2, 𝜏𝜏
scales linearly with ω2 and intersects the
origin, indicating free diffusion. On the
other hand, when ω2 ≈ 2.5b2, a short transi-
tion region is observed due to the physical
barriers at the boundary of the mesh en-
countered by the probe which continues at
ω2 > 2.5b2 where 𝜏𝜏 scales linearly with
ω2 but with a higher slope and a strictly
negative intercept. All these regimes are
depicted in Fig. 2 as a light blue solid line.
The absolute magnitudes of the intercept
and the slope are increasing functions of
the diffusion barrier height at the bound-
ary of the mesh. In addition, the crossover
point at ω2 ≈ 2.5b2 where the diffusion pro-
cess switches from free to obstructed diffu-
sion can be used to calculate the mesh size.
The theory is described by Wawrezinieck
et al.[44]

Since the diffraction-limited spot size
created by conventional optical setups
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Fig. 2. FCS diffusion law plots for various diffusion modes in the membrane: free diffusion (black
dotted line), hindered diffusion in microdomain confinement (red line) and hop diffusion in mesh-
work compartmentalization (light blue line). Range of spatial resolutions of the observation areas
(in scale) for each experimental variation: STED-FCS (dark blue circles), confocal FCS (green
circles), z-scan FCS and Imaging FCS (orange squares) are shown.
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is significantly larger than either the mi-
crodomains or mesh sizes expected in the
biological samples, transitions which lead
to non-linearity in the FCS diffusion law
plots for scenarios ii) and iii) cannot be
observed directly. As shown in Fig. 2 (dot-
ted lines), this can be semi-quantitatively
resolved by extrapolating experimental
FCS diffusion law plots to zero observa-
tion area (ω2= 0) to obtain the characteris-
tic phenomenological intercept values (τ

0
)

for hindered diffusion with microdomain
confinement (τ

0
> 0), hop diffusion due to

meshwork compartmentalization (τ
0
< 0)

and free diffusion (τ
0
= 0). The extrapolat-

ed FCS diffusion law plot is then given by

(1)𝜏𝜏 (𝜔𝜔 ) = 𝜏𝜏 +
where D

eff
is the effective diffusion co-

efficient defined as the inverse of the slope
of the FCS diffusion law plot. D

eff
depends

on the domain confinement strength, probe
partitioning, density of domains and bar-
rier height. Soon after its development,
the analytical solution of the FCS diffu-
sion law for meshworks was provided by
Destainville where the hindered two-di-
mensional diffusion of a particle is simu-
lated on a meshgrid of semi-permeable
barriers which corresponds well with the
scenario of hop diffusion due to meshwork
compartmentalization.[55]

4. Variations of FCS Diffusion Law

Since its inception, the FCS diffusion
law has been adapted to different types of
instrumental setups for the specific type of
investigations. We will describe the major
implementations in the subsequent para-
graphs briefly.

4.1 Confocal FCS
The most conventional way of per-

forming FCS diffusion law analysis is
through FCS measurements with a stan-
dard confocal microscope setup modified
as follows. In order to create varying sizes
of observation areas (Fig. 2, green circles),
a diaphragm is placed between the laser
beam expansion path and the dichroic
mirror. This enables the underfilling of
the microscope objective back aperture
which decreases its apparent numerical
aperture (NA).[44] NA is inversely propor-
tional to the point spread function (PSF)
of the objective, thus varying NA varies
spot size. The same is also achieved by
employing a motorized variable beam ex-
pander in the laser beam path which acts
similarly to underfill the microscope ob-
jective by changing the collimated laser
beam size.[56] Multiple FCS measurements

are then conducted sequentially at variable
observation areas to plot the FCS diffusion
law to understand membrane organization
from the intercept values. As required for
standard confocal FCS experiments, one
should perform calibration measurements
using standard calibration dyes to obtain
the correct spatial dimension of each of the
observation volumes prior to sample mea-
surement.

4.2 z-scan FCS
Humpolíčková et al.[57] implemented

the FCS diffusion law in an alternative FCS
module, namely z-scan FCS,[58] which still
utilizes a standard confocal microscope. z-
scan FCS generates ‘variable measurement
areas’ by scanning and focusing along the
z-direction of the divergent laser beam to
make multiple FCS measurements at dif-
ferent laser beam diameters (Fig. 2, grey
laser beam waist). Essentially, this realiza-
tion of FCS diffusion law does not need
any additional optical element to create
multiple observation sizes. In z-scan FCS,
both the number of particles (N) and dif-
fusion time (τ

D
) of the probes in the il-

luminated membrane surface within the
confocal volume have a parabolic depen-
dence on the z-position of the membrane.
By assuming a Gaussian beam profile, the
z-dependence of both N and τ

D
is given by:

(2)𝑁𝑁(∆𝑧𝑧 ) = 𝑁𝑁 1+
(3)𝜏𝜏 (∆𝑧𝑧 ) = (1+ )

where λ
0
is the excitation light wave-

length, ω
0
is the beam waist radius of the

excitation laser beam, ∆z is the distance
between the z-positions of the sample and
the laser beam waist, n is the refractive
index of the medium, 𝑁𝑁 = 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜔𝜔 , where
C is the average surface concentration of
the fluorescent probe in the illuminated
membrane area, and D is the absolute
diffusion coefficient of the system under
investigation. With respect to the original
FCS diffusion law Eqn. (1) and by varying
∆z instead of spot size, Eqn. (3) gives the
z-scan FCS diffusion law equivalence of
Eqn. (1). Ganguly et al. plotted τ

D
against

∆z2 according to Eqn. (3).[59] They first
determined a ∆z2 value where τ

D
= 0 for

a freely diffusing sample. Diffusion time
at this particular ∆z2 obtained after extra-
polation of experimental τ

D
against∆z2 plot

provides the FCS diffusion law intercept
(τ

0
).
The Hof group combined Eqns (2) and

(3) to derive the following Eqn. (4). In this
case, one plots τ

D
against N/N

0
instead,

ruling out the necessity of additional ex-

periments on freely diffusing samples to
determine τ

0
.

(4)𝜏𝜏 (∆𝑧𝑧 ) = 𝜏𝜏 + (∆ )

4.3 Imaging FCS
Our group has recently implement-

ed the FCS diffusion law in a camera-
based platform of FCS called ‘Imaging
FCS’ which was recently reviewed.[60,61]
Imaging FCS combines a fast EMCCD or
sCMOS camera with either total internal
reflection (TIR)[62] illumination or single
plane illumination microscopy (SPIM)[63]
schemes to achieve real-time spatial mul-
tiplexing of FCS measurements with mod-
erate to high temporal resolution. This
camera-based FCS modality takes advan-
tage of the ability to perform binning of
pixels post-acquisition to create multiple
observation areas from a single FCS mea-
surement. Imaging FCS thus eliminates
the need to make multiple measurements
at different observation areas which re-
duces both photophysical damage to the
fluorescent probe by laser light irradiation
and photo-induced detrimental effects to
live samples. Furthermore, no additional
optical instrument is required for varying
the observation area.

The effective observation area (A
eff
) at

different bin sizes in Imaging FCS can be
accurately determined by convoluting the
detection area (A) of a given bin size (e.g.
1×1, 2×2, 3×3, etc.), which is the area of
the binned camera pixels, with the PSF of
the optical system (Fig. 2, orange squares
(A

eff
) and grey squares (A)).We have earlier

established a robust method of determining
the PSF of a microscope,[64] taking advan-
tage of the diffusion coefficient of homo-
geneous systems as an inherent property
independent of PSF and measurement ar-
eas.As such, wemodify the original confo-
cal FCS diffusion law Eqn. (1) slightly into
the Imaging FCS diffusion law equation as
shown.

(5)𝜏𝜏 (𝐴𝐴 ) = 𝜏𝜏 +
Similarly, the intercept τ

0
indicates the

type of membrane organization present
where a positive, negative and zero τ

0
re-

flects hindered diffusion in microdomains,
hop diffusion in meshwork compartmen-
talization and free diffusion respectively.

The spatial counterpart of Imaging FCS
diffusion law was recently introduced by
Di Rienzo et al., who used spatiotemporal
image correlation spectroscopy (STICS)
to deduce imaging MSD (iMSD) vs. time-
delay plots.[65]
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4.4 STED-FCS
FCS diffusion law was also realized in

stimulated emission depletion (STED) flu-
orescence nanoscopy by Eggeling et al.[66]
Spot size variation is achieved in STED-
FCS by changing the STED beam inten-
sity to get various observation area radii
ranging between 15-240 nm, which is well
below the diffraction-limit.[67] STED-FCS
diffusion law is so far the most advanced
method that can provide direct evidence
of domain sizes (< 20 nm) and confine-
ment time within a domain as a result of
the roughly 5–10 times improved spatial
resolution compared to diffraction-limited
systems. By performing multiple STED-
FCS measurements at varying spot sizes,
the transition regimes which lead to non-
linearity in the FCS diffusion law plots
for transiently confined diffusion due to
domains and hop diffusion in meshwork
compartmentalization can in principle be
observed. Therefore, the STED-FCS diffu-
sion law could essentially provide the most
accurate representation of membrane orga-
nization in model and live cell membranes.

However, all of the above mentioned
techniques suffer from their respective
limitations. Firstly, the determination of
the observation volume for confocal FCS
measurement is calibration-dependent and
thus cumbersome. FCS diffusion law plot
by confocal FCS requires multiple sequen-
tial FCSmeasurements at different spot siz-
es which therefore do not provide real-time
information of the membrane organization
probed but a time-averaged interpretation
of it. Moreover, multiple sequential mea-
surements will subject the sample to un-
desired photophysical damage. Although
being a calibration-free technique, z-scan
FCS suffers from the same disadvantage as
confocal FCS in terms of time-averaging
and damage of sample due to multiple se-
quential measurements conducted on the
sample. On top of being a calibration-free
technique, Imaging FCS rivals both confo-
cal and z-scan FCS with respect to its abil-
ity to conduct pixel-binning post acquisi-
tion to obtain real-time information simul-
taneously with variable observation areas
from a single FCSmeasurement. However,
Imaging FCS suffers from having the poor-
est spatial resolution as compared to the
rest of the techniques and offers limited
options of spot sizes. Lastly, STED-FCS
provides the best temporal and spatial res-
olution among all the techniques. Despite
this advantage, STED-FCS is technically
more demanding and is restricted to the use
of specific membrane markers due to the
high STED laser power required. STED-
FCS also suffers from the disadvantages of
multiple sequential measurements similar
to confocal and z-scan FCS.

5. Applications of the FCS Diffusion
Law in Model and Cell Membranes

The FCS diffusion law is widely ap-
plied in both model and cell membranes to
characterize submicron membrane organi-
zation.We discuss these applications in the
context of model and live cell membranes.

5.1 Model Membranes
Early applications of the FCS dif-

fusion law on model membranes began
with z-scan FCS by the Hof group using
a DOPC:DOPS supported lipid bilayer
(SLB) as proof-of-principle for z-scan
FCS diffusion law and a control for a free
diffusive system.[58] Subsequently, the FCS
diffusion law found a wide range of appli-
cations with various instrumental setups to
investigate organizational features of the
membrane.

Heinemann et al. recently used the con-
focal FCS diffusion law to demonstrate the
importance of the actin cytoskeleton to dic-
tate membrane organization in a synthetic
minimal model membrane.[68] They deter-
mined and compared the diffusion modes
for labeled lipid Atto647N-1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
(DOPE) and labeled protein cholera toxin
B (CTxB)-Alexa647 probes for free-
standing lipid membranes both in the ab-
sence and presence of actin. Free-standing
membranes were created on holey silicon
nitride EM supports via electrophoretic at-
traction of vesicles.[69] In the absence of ac-
tin, it was found that the diffusion law plots
for both lipid (τ

0
= 6 ± 209 µs) and pro-

tein (τ
0
= 62 ± 329 µs) probes intersect at

the origin upon extrapolation to zero spot
size, which corresponds to free diffusion
as expected for free-standing membranes.
On the contrary in the presence of actin,
negative τ

0
values for lipid (τ

0
= –501 ±

241 µs) and protein (τ
0
= –7880 ± 2400

µs) are obtained. This indicates a hindered
diffusion with a transition from fast free
diffusion to slow hindered diffusion due to
meshwork compartmentalization for both
lipid and protein probes by an actin mesh
created on the free-standing membranes.
In addition, the actin mesh seems to have
stronger confinement effects for the pro-
tein than the lipid since the τ

0
intercept

value of the protein is more negative than
that of the lipid. In another work by Favard
et al., the FCS diffusion law was obtained
both experimentally in a standard confo-
cal setup and by Monte Carlo simulations
to determine the membrane organization
of single-phase and two-phase lipid mul-
tilamellar vesicles (MLVs), DMPC and
DMPC/DSPC (8:2) respectively.[70] From
the experimental FCS diffusion law plots,
negative τ

0
values were obtained for both

DMPC and DMPC/DSPC lipid mem-
branes in their gel phases, indicating the

presence of gel domains which behave like
a meshwork. They also showed the tem-
perature dependence of the formation and
size of gel domains before and after their
phase transitions. In the case of the two-
phase co-existing DMPCMLV, domains of
two different spatial scales were revealed
by experimental FCS diffusion law plots
with mean domain of radii 50–80 nm and
Monte Carlo simulated FCS diffusion law
plots with mean domain radii of 2.5–5 nm.

In the z-scan mode, FCS diffusion law
was applied to show the selective formation
of microdomains in anionic DOPC:DOPS
(4:1) SLB upon addition of the positive-
ly-charged antimicrobial peptide, areni-
cin-1.[71] Formation of microdomains was
not observed in zwitterionic DOPC SLB
where the lipids remain freely diffusing
before and after addition of arenicin-1.
The authors suggested that the formation
of such microdomains could be the result
of crosslinking between the anionic lipids
and dynamic extended structures of the
positively-charged arenicin-1. The impor-
tance of the formation of domains due to
phase separation in model membranes by
crosslinking of raft gangliosides GM1 and
CTxB was also shown by the same group
using z-scan FCS diffusion law.[72] In an-
other application of the z-scan FCS diffu-
sion law, the temperature dependence of
membrane organization of both the inner
and outer leaflet of a DMPC membrane on
a chitosan support at its phase transitions
was characterized.[73] At temperatures less
than the phase transition temperature of
DMPC (~ 27 oC), FCS diffusion law plots
indicate hindered diffusion by microdo-
mains which are likely gel phase-separated
domains in both the inner and outer leaf-
lets. At temperatures of 27 oC and above,
both leaflets exhibit free diffusion behav-
iors at the fluid phase of DMPC, indicating
the possible destruction of the gel phase-
separated domains.

In an attempt to increase spatial reso-
lution below the diffraction-limit, nano-
metric apertures were used on a DOPC
multilayer membrane which demonstrates
free diffusion of the DOPC lipids from the
FCS diffusion law plot.[74] The application
of FCS diffusion law below the diffraction-
limit also achieved by STED-FCS will be
discussed in the next section.

One of the most recent applications of
the FCS diffusion law by Imaging FCS
hinted at the possible role played by line
tension at the boundary of domains and
domain melting in the determination of
dynamic membrane organization with re-
spect to cholesterol content and tempera-
ture in SLBs respectively.[75] Interestingly,
the measurements were able to show per-
colation of the lipid probes in the matrix of
small mobile domains which mimic mesh-
work compartmentalization upon increase
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of cholesterol content in an otherwise gel-
fluid phase separated SLB (Fig. 3a).

5.2 Cell Membranes
Upon establishing the FCS diffusion

law framework with respect to confocal
FCS, Lenne et al. applied it to characterize
the diffusion behaviors of certain groups
of membrane lipids and proteins (Fig. 4)
and study the roles of lipids and the ac-
tin cytoskeleton in the organization of the
cell plasma membrane.[76] They revealed
by drug and enzyme treatments that cho-
lesterol and sphingomyelin are two sig-
nificant factors, as proposed in the ‘lipid
raft model’, responsible for the transient
confinements of sphingolipid analogs and
GPI-anchored proteins in isolated micro-
domains. They also showed that such con-
finement in isolated microdomains is unaf-
fected by meshwork compartmentalization
of the actin cytoskeleton after disrupting
the actin cytoskeleton. An interesting ob-
servation made on disrupting the actin cy-
toskeleton was the more obvious contribu-
tion of lipid-dependent microdomains in
the confinement of certain transmembrane

proteins such as DPP
IV
. In a biologically

relevant application of the confocal FCS
diffusion law, Cahuzac et al. depicted the
partitioning of Fas ligand, a member of the
tumor necrosis factor (TNF) protein family
involved in the induction of cell death upon
interaction with its Fas receptor, into rafts
in COS-7 cells.[77] Increased domain parti-
tioning of Fas was observed upon ligand–
receptor interactions between Fas and its
receptor. Upon depletion of cholesterol,
raft partitioning of Fas was significantly
diminished, possibly due to the disruption
of rafts, which led to decreased induction
of cell death by Fas. This indicates a pos-
sible pathway for the potency of cell death
induction of Fas through its recruitment in-
to membrane rafts to maximize its contact
with Fas receptor. Another biological ap-
plication of confocal FCS diffusion law ex-
hibited the importance of the confinement
of stress activating receptors into nanodo-
mains in the plasma membrane of natural
killer (NK) cells for cell tolerance.[78]

The first implementation of z-scan
FCS diffusion law on live cell membrane
was illustrated by probing DiD lipophilic

probes in live OLN-93 cells which shows
hindered diffusion by microdomain con-
finement.[57] A biological application of
z-scan FCS diffusion law by Ganguly and
Chattopadhyay revealed the organiza-
tion of serotonin

1A
receptor on the plasma

membrane of CHO-K1 cells to be medi-
ated by meshwork compartmentalization,
indicating a possible interaction between
the receptor and the actin cytoskeleton.[59]
They also showed possible structural
changes of the actin cytoskeleton from the
reduction of receptor compartmentaliza-
tion observed upon depletion of choles-
terol.

We have recently applied the Imaging
FCS diffusion law to study the lateral or-
ganization of living HeLa cell membranes
as a function of temperature.[75] We ob-
served a temperature-dependent reduction
of membrane heterogeneity, perhaps due to
raft melting. However, there was still a sig-
nificant amount of rafts present at physio-
logical temperature as depicted by a strong
positive FCS diffusion law intercept value
of a raft-localized protein. In another ap-
plication, we showed that monomeric hu-
man Islet Amyloid Polypeptide (hIAPP)
induces diffusion restricted domains on the
plasmamembrane of SH-SY5Y cells.[79] In
Fig. 3b, we show representative Imaging
diffusion law plots for SH-SY5Y cells
transfected with raft marker GFP-GPI and
stained with non-raft lipophilic marker
DiI-C

18
. The Imaging FCS applications

mentioned so far are performed in a TIRF
setup. Recently, we were able to integrate
the FCS diffusion law also in SPIM-FCS
(Ng et al., unpublished data).

A breakthrough of the application
of FCS diffusion law was realized by
Eggeling et al. using STED-FCSwhere the
transition regime previously not observed
in any modes of diffraction-limited FCS
diffusion law plots above was directly ob-
served in live Ptk2 cell membranes.[66] The
non-linear transition of the FCS diffusion
law plot for microdomain confined sphin-
gomyelin could be captured at small detec-
tion areas of < 80 nm achievable by STED
nanoscopy. In addition, they were also able
to determine the confinement times of SM
and GPI-anchored proteins within micro-
domains (< 20 nm in diameter) from the
FCS diffusion law plots to be ~ 10–20 ms.
The same group, using scanning STED-
FCS diffusion law, recently found mem-
brane hotspots which transiently confine
sphingolipids for a few milliseconds.[80]
Although the physiological origin of these
confinement zones remains to be explored,
the authors interestingly pointed out that
lipid phase separation does not lead to the
formation of such confinement zones.
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Fig. 3. Imaging FCS diffusion law plots of Rhodamine PE labeled supported lipid bilayers (a)
DOPC:DPPC (1:1) (circles) and DOPC:DPPC:Cholesterol (1:1:1) (triangles) at different tempera-
tures (black: 298 K and red: 313 K) (Reproduced from ref. [75] with permission from Elsevier) and
(b) Raft, GFP-GPI (black circles) and non-raft DiI-C18 (red circles) markers on live SH-SY5Y plasma
membranes at 313 K.

a) b)

Fig. 4. Confocal FCS diffusion law plots of different lipid analogs: (a) BODIPY-C5-
phosphatidylcholine (FL-PC), BODIPY-C5-sphingomyelin (FL-SM) and BODIPY-C5-ganglioside-
GM1 (FL-GM1); and membrane proteins: (b) GPI-anchored protein (GFP-Thy1) and transmembrane
proteins (TfR-GFP and DPPIV-GFP) in live COS-7 cells (Reproduced from ref. [76] with permission
from John Wiley and Sons).
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6. Conclusion

In this review, we present a brief over-
view of the FCS diffusion law as a mem-
brane organization ruler.While it is mainly
adapted in confocal FCS, recently it is
gaining popularity in other FCS modali-
ties which include z-scan FCS, Imaging
FCS and STED-FCS. These novel variants
of FCS could successfully provide insights
regarding domain size, confinement time,
line tension at the domain boundary and
specific localization of signaling proteins
and lipids. New extensions of the FCS
diffusion law such as the iMSD vs. time-
delay plots[65] provide promising avenues
for membrane structure elucidation. With
the advancement of technology, the ap-
plication regime of FCS diffusion law can
be extended to decode the involvement of
membrane organization in complex bio-
logical processes in the future.
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